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Modelling Divorce

I No uncertainty about match quality in the models of the
marriage market that we discussed in previous weeks

I Optimal decision at any moment maximises expected
wealth over the remainder of life given realisation up to that
point

I Probability of divorce is a function of two factors

I Expected gain from marriage (probability of divorce smaller
the greater the expected gain from marriage)

I Distribution of variable describing expected outcomes
(probability of divorce smaller the lower the variance of the
distribution of the unanticipated gains from marriage)



Modelling Divorce

I Within models of limited commitment (Topic 3), divorce
results if the outside options of both individuals exceeds
their outside option

I If the ‘participation constraint’ only binds for one spouse,
the other should be able to compensate them such to
remain married

I Extension of Becker’s conclusion that single people should
marry iff their combined married wealth exceeds their
single-wealth

I No inefficient marriages



Outside Options & Pareto Weight

I Changes in the costs of, and expected living standards
upon, divorce, might cause allocations within the
household to change

I External threat point models (Topic 1) would result in
changes in the intrahousehold allocation of resources
towards the person who most wants out

I Will see evidence for these effects in Will’s presentation
later today



Changes in Divorce Law

I ‘No-fault revolution’: between 1967 and 1978, 29 states
changed their law to allow for unrestricted unilateral
divorce

I Divorce allowed upon the demand of one spouse without
demonstration of marital fault and a lengthy separation
period

I Fault also removed as a consideration when determining
the division of property and alimony in many states
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Coase Theorem

I Allocation of property rights or legal liability should not
influence the likelihood of divorce when the parties involved
can bargain with no cost and have perfect information

I Unilateral divorce laws transfer a well defined property
right (the right to remain married) from the person who
wants to stay married to the person who wants a divorce

I Should not influence likelihood of divorce, just who gets
what upon divorce

I E.g. Man wants to run off with his mistress — a no-fault
divorce simply makes it cheaper for him to do this. Before
no-fault divorce, he had to get his wife’s agreement, which
might mean higher alimony payments.



Impact of Unilateral Divorce Laws: Wolfers (2006)

I Controversy over the extent to which the shift in regime
has caused a significant increase in divorce rates

I Some studies have found a big effect, others less so

I Worries about conflating time trends and impact



Impact of Unilateral Divorce Laws: Wolfers (2006)

I Standard specification

I Assume timing of changes exogenous(-ish)



Impact of Unilateral Divorce Laws: Wolfers (2006)

NB Average rate of 4.6 divorces per 1000 people per year



Impact of Unilateral Divorce Laws: Wolfers (2006)

I Need to account for stock-flow dynamics - in transition to
steady state, flow of new divorces will not necessarily bear
a simple relation to its new LR level

I Short run - likely to see a dramatic rise in the divorce rate
as cater to pent up demand

I Could last for a while with slow moving norms and perhaps
reinforcing factors due to thicker remarriage market

I Medium run - direction is ambiguous
I Bad matches may be dissolved earlier

I Differential selection into marriage (Rasul (2004) - 3-4%
decline in marriage rate upon adoption of unilateral divorce
laws)
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Dynamic Specification

NB Average rate of 4.6 divorces per 1000 people per year



Dynamic Specification

I Significant but relatively small effects on the divorce rate
over the decade following adoption

I Can think of the laws both influencing legal parameters
and the stigma attached to divorce

I Reduction in stigma might also influence fault-based
states, leading the rate to also rise there
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Marriage-Specific Investments

I Gain from marriage partly dependent on certain
investments - whether to have children, whether to buy a
house, how much to invest in home production and
education...

I These may lose value or be captured by one spouse when
the marriage ends

I Child custody restrictions, investment in home production
&c



Marriage-Specific Investments

I Divorce laws affect the incentive to invest in marriage
specific capital

I If they raise the divorce rate, then less likely to reap benefits
of marriage specific capital

I Strategic (symmetric) investments — overinvest today to
constrain future selves to prefer to remain marriage

I Shift in bargaining power in the household (at least with
external threat point models), which might shift decisions,
particularly if spouses differ in their preferences for marital
specific investments



Marriage-Specific Investments: Stevenson (2007)

I Study behaviour of newlyweds to look at the effect of the
divorce reform on investment in marriage specific capital

I Newlyweds only to control for differential selection out of
marriage (how does this relate to the paper before?)

I Difference-in-differences strategy - compare changes in
the behaviour of newlyweds in states that change their
divorce laws to those in states that don’t

I 1970 and 1980 US Census data



Marriage-Specific Investments: Stevenson (2007)

I Measured impact will stem from both changes in who
marries and the subsequent behaviour in marriage

I Selection into marriage (effect ambiguous)
I Due to easier dissolution, might be more willing to accept a

bad match

I Fall in expected gain to marriages, making individuals more
selective

I Behaviour once married (effect ambiguous)
I Lower expected payoff to specific investments

I Investment as a commitment device



Marriage-Specific Investments: Stevenson (2007)



Marriage-Specific Investments: Stevenson (2007)

I Reduction in willingness to make substantial investments
early in marriage

I Possibility that the investments are being postponed rather
than delayed

I Results largely invariant to the laws governing property
division

I Exception being homeownership where the removal of fault
in property settlements seemed to encourage home
ownership
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What Happens Upon Divorce?

I Women are hit hardest economically by divorce

I Much of the impact explained by women being less likely to
work and assume custody of the child

I Temporary peak in stress

I Causality issues....



What Happens Upon Divorce? Brewer and Nandi
(2014)

I UK household panel data from 1991-2008

I Information on Ordinary Sample Members (OSMs, all
members interviewed in wave 1 and their descendants);
Temporary Sample Members (TSMs, joined OSMs after
the first wave); Permanent Sample Members (PSMS,
TSMs who become a parent or step-parent of an OSM)

I Look at first dissolutions

I 78% of men and 94% of women of the sample are
interviewed in the following wave following a dissolution
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Is Making Divorce Easier Bad for Children?

I Many of the concerns voiced about the rise in divorce rates
related to the impact on children

I Children from divorced households typically fare worse
along a range of outcomes (see Amato and Keith (1991)
for a review)

I Two or three times more likely to have a low academic
performance and drop out of school

I Teen pregnancy, alcohol and drug abuse

I Social and psychological difficulties

I Divorce themselves



Is Making Divorce Easier Bad for Children?

I However, this does not answer the question of whether
they would have been better off if their parents hadn’t
divorced (or hadn’t been married in the first place)

I “comparisons of ‘happily married’ with ‘unhappily divorced’
are likely irrelevant for choosing between an unhappy
marriage and an unhappy divorce”

I Further, unobserved negative shocks might lead both to
divorce and poor outcomes for children



Potential Channels

I Investment in child quality (‘marriage specific investment’)

I Intrahousehold bargaining influencing distribution of
resources in the household

I Influence on family formation

I Resources available post-divorce



Compliance with Child Support Payments

I Increasingly important to model the interactions of divorced
parents with each other and with their children

I Typically, first instance parents come to a decision by
themselves and courts/public support agencies only
intervening when parents cannot reach an agreement

I Skinner et al (2006) - if sole parent families were receiving
all the child support payments they were entitled to, child
poverty rates among these families would be halved
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Child Support Payments: Del Boca and Flinn (1995)

I Provide a theoretical framework for child support
compliance

I Explicit role for judges and legal institutions (see paper for
more details)

I Take to data from Wisconsin over period 1980-82
I Those with only one child, mother designated the custodial

parent and ordered frequency must have been one month.
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Child Support Payments: Willis and Weiss

I Child modelled as a public good — welfare level remains
jointly determined after the divorce

I Within marriage, proximity and altruism help to overcome
the free rider problem

I Upon divorce, noncustodial parent loses control over the
allocative decisions of the noncustodial parent

I No self-enforcing mechanism in the divorce state to induce
the custodian to internalise the impact of their choice of
child quality on their ex partner

I Even if overall resources the same, the expenditure on
children lower



Child Support Payments: Del Boca and Flinn (1995)

I Child modelled as a public good but Stackleberg game
played

I As maternal custody the norm, assume that all significant
expenditures have to be approved by her and father cannot
make direct transfers to the child when divorced

I Mother allocates the transfer to her own consumption and
the child’s utility to maximise her utility

I Father takes mother’s behaviour into account when setting
the level of transfer



Influence of Custody Laws

I Monitoring and Bonding theories of the impact of joint
custody on child welfare

I Litigation

I Impact on marriage and divorce rates
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